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From the Chair

This past year has 
been a busy one for the 

Chemistry Department.    
the faculty, with ample 
help from Carol, Lisa 
and Beth, have continued 
to provide a challenging 
and rigorous educational 
experience with over 200 

students taking General Chemistry and 
more than 100 students taking Organic 
Chemistry, in addition to our upper-level 
courses. We had an active academic year 
research program, a vibrant summer 
program that involved over 30 research 
students, and a host of  peer-reviewed 
publications, many with student coauthors. 
Our goal of getting research-grade, cutting 
edge instrumentation that supports both 
our teaching and research resulted in some 
wonderful new ‘tools for our toolbox’ as Dr. 
Ken hess would say.
 Congratulations to Dr. Kate plass 
who won a prestigious National science 
Foundation Career award. this award will 
provide Kate with funding for research and 
students over the next five years. 
 in July 2012 a new biochemist joined   the 
department—i am pleased to introduce Dr. 
Christine phillips-piro to F&M. Christine 
arrived and immediately developed the 
new lab component of our introductory 
Biochemistry course and established her 
research lab which is already compelling 
students to join her research group. We are 
also in the midst of searching for two new 
tenure-track faculty. the College agreed 
that we needed a second biochemist and 
we will be searching for a new inorganic 
chemist as Dr. Claude yoder transitions to 
emeritus status.  (Notice i didn’t say 'replace' 
as it is clear that wouldn’t be possible, and 
we're glad Claude’s research interests will 
keep him around the department.) 

 Jennifer Morford

jennifer.mor ford@fandm.edu

 i kept my research moving forward 
during my first year as Chair through 
the dedication of my research students. 
Over summer 2012 anthony Wishard '13 
and phillip slogoff-sevilla '13 continued 
research on understanding the interactions 
among molybdate, single mineral phases, 
and simple organic molecules as proxies 
for more complex humic material found in 
marine waters. Both were contributors, along 
with Caitlin Carney '08, Kelly Murphy '09 
and John Lisher '09, to my invited talk at the 
2012 Goldschmidt Conference in Montreal, 
Canada. ryan Brenner '15 worked with emily 
Christie '15 on a new analytical project to 
separate aqueous Mo(Vi) from Mo(V). erin 
peck '14 began a new collaborative project 
with my colleague at the University of New 
hampshire to investigate thiol and trace 
metal concentrations in samples recovered 
from the Great Bay and was joined by 
sage rush '15 for a week of field work. It 
was an intensely busy summer, and i was 
fortunate to have such wonderful student 
collaborators.  
 My family and i took a week at the end 
of the summer to travel to Washington 
state to visit extended family. Gregory, 
our nine-year-old, enjoyed setting up his 
grandparents’ new ipad, while Benjamin, 
our three-year-old, was busy helping his 
grandmother with any and all tasks. it was 
a wonderful trip which we all enjoyed.  
 please drop me a note and let me know 
how you’re doing, or stop by if  you're in 
Lancaster. if  your sons, daughters or friends 
decide to visit F&M, let me know. i am always 
eager to chat with prospective students 
and families and to show them around the 
department.
 have a successful and enjoyable year,

Dear alumni & Friends of the Department:

(717)358-4590
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—Faculty/Staff News—
MY research continues to focus on the 

development of vibrational reporters of local 
protein structure and dynamics, in addition to the 
development of modified nucleosides as spectroscopic 
probes of nucleic acids.  We have also started to explore 
the ability of unnatural amino acids to systematically 
modulate catalytic activity.
    During this past year we have synthesized 4-cyano-L-
phenylalanine (pCNPhe) and three isotopomers (15N, 13C, 
13C15N) of this unnatural amino acid (UAA) to enhance 
the ability of pCNPhe to study local protein environments. Each of these 
UAAs was genetically incorporated into superfolder green fluorescent protein 
(sfGFP) with high efficiency and fidelity to illustrate the sensitivity of the nitrile 
symmetric stretch vibration of each of the UAAs to local protein environments. 
This work has resulted in a publication in Tetrahedron Letters and a recently 
accepted manuscript in the Journal of Physical Chemistry B.
    In collaboration with Ed Fenlon, we continue to investigate azido-modified 
nucleosides and model systems to probe the sensitivity of the azido vibrational 
reporter to local environment. 
    Christopher Bazewicz '12, Jacob Lipkin '12, Kevin Hines '13 and Melanie Liskov 
'13 conducted research on the development of unnatural amino acids to serve 
as vibrational reporters, and Rui Song '12 and Hongyi (Kyle) Pan '13 conducted 
research on the azido-modified nucleoside project.

Scott Brewer

Phyllis Leber

AYear after vacating the chair's office, i am 
back in my lab enjoying a sabbatical leave. My current 

focus is research—not governance, not advising, not 
teaching. Amazingly, I haven’t done anything too stupid yet 
and I’m still here, so I guess that means you can teach an old 
dog new tricks...or at least the same tricks.  While I am a solo 
act right now, I will be joined in the lab by three CHM390 
students in the spring. I want to acknowledge all members of 

my current research group: Sylvia Zohrabian '13, Chris Bemis '14, Munsha Sidhu 
'14, Nathaniel Arruda-Leuppert '15, Carlton Christie '15, and Joe Mohrbacher '15.  
We made considerable progress this summer on our CPC research, and I hope to 
complete one or two manuscripts on this work during my sabbatical leave.  
     On the home front I still haven’t successfully taught my Yorkie any tricks, 
and my daughter Carolyn, in her last year of a three-year Master’s in Clinical 
Psychology program, is too old for such things. 
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I Was on saBBaticaL this Past Year anD DirecteD       
the research of two students during the academic 

year: Victoria Weidner '12 studied a series of carbonated 
strontium apatites, while Zach Wilt '13 did Rietveld 
structural analyses of lead and barium fluorapatites. Vicki 
is at Northwestern University doing graduate work in 
Chemistry.  
 The summer research program was again hectic and 
productive with Zach Wilt, Victoria Weidner, Caitlyn Fuller, 
Demetra Schermerhorn '13, Jennifer Goldenberg '14, and 
Emily Rayfield '15 working on apatites. These students 

were joined later by our Moore-Schaeffer mentorship students Linh Tran '16 
and Lenna Knoerr '16.  Our work on apatites resulted in three publications thus 
far in 2012.  Much of our apatite work continues to be in collaboration with Dr. 
Jill Pasteris of Washington University in St. Louis.
    In addition to research, a good bit of my time was consumed by Agilent's 
many attempts to resuscitate our non-
conducting NMR magnet. After a full year 
we now have a new magnet and a new 
console (see p. 13). 
       I was also honored to be presented  with 
a "distinguished service" plaque (at right) 
at the 50th reunion of my F&M graduating 
class held in June. I shared the evening 
with good friends and classmates Dave 
Horn, Fred Reichley and Bob Hunsicker. 

Claude Yoder

The College is beginning a new journal, F&M Scientist, for the 
dissemination of alumni research articles in the sciences. The journal 
was conceived by Ann Steiner, Provost and Professor of Classics, 
and is being edited by Professors Claude Yoder (Chemistry) and 
Carol de Wet (Earth & Environment).  Articles, either reporting on 
original research or reviews of a particular area, should be sent to 
Yoder at claude.yoder@fandm.edu. The first issue will be available 
both online and as a hard copy in the fall.  It is our expectation that 
there will be one issue per year.

CIENTISTS
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Whatever cLauDe saiD that goes for me too.      
OK, so I got the annual Yoder joke out of the way early. I 

did complete the academic genealogy for each member of the 
department this past year.  If you ever see it you might note the 
inbreeding between the Heinrich Will and Benjamin Brodie lines 
from Liebig that leads to Professor Yoder.  I think this explains 
a lot.  (I meant your similarity to royalty, Claude!)  OK so I have 
two Yoder jokes this year because I missed last year.  Seriously, 
though, it is very interesting to see how closely related many of 
us are in the department.  
 On the research front Tram-Anh Pham '14  has nearly completed the synthesis of 
a potential new cooperative fluorescent chemosensor (the mass spec says so) of the 
more dendritic type I mentioned in last year's newsletter.  We have also started a new 
project involving the transfer hydrogenation reaction of Hantzsch ester analogs. 
New chemist Jianwen Sun '14 started on that project this summer.  
 It was nice to speak with some of you at the ACS meeting in Philadelphia.  For 
those with whom I have not spoken and who know my family, all is well. Greta is 13 
and continues to excel at field hockey, and 10-year-old Claudine will be running her 
4th 5K race this fall.  Susan is working full time at East Petersburg Elementary School 
and completed her ESL certification last year.

Scott Van Arman

One exciting Year over anD another just Begun! 
I'm teaching General Chemistry for the first time in a 

couple years. It's great to interact with so many eager first- 
year students again. Last year I missed them due to my very 
productive junior faculty leave.   
     Research is going very well. Over the last academic year 
and summer, Daniel Rossi '12 and Nathaniel Freymeyer ’14 
had great progress in making new phases of sulfides with 
copper, aluminum, and iron metal.  Evan Jones '12, Patrick 
Cunningham '13, and Tony Machani '12 worked on characterizing copper sulfide 
nanoparticles using microscopy and electrochemical methods. TASSEP student 
Arnold Päcklar from Austria joined us to work on studying the surface chemistry 
of such particles. Evan and Dan presented their work at the Intercollegiate 
Student Chemists' Convention and Evan also presented at the National American 
Chemical Society meeting. Collaboration between Prof. Kris Kolonko (Siena 
College), Laura Heller '13 and Danielle Roth '14 continues successfully, with the 
help of Julianne Whitleigh '13 and Elisa Oehrlein '12.  We are using the scanning 
electron microscope to image the molecules made by Prof. Kolonko as they are 
arranged at a surface.   
     All of the summer students progressed nicely, each discovering their own 
interesting and significant advances in the first few weeks.

Kate Plass

more News p.9
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The firsT winner was DaviD Colebaugh in 1912, The 
most recent, Rui Song in 2012. In the intervening years hundreds of students 
have taken the Pentathlon exam which this year marks its 100th anniversary.  The 
exam covers five areas of chemistry—general, organic, physical, inorganic and 
analytical—and has a rich history, so we asked students who won the Pentathlon 
Prize to document the time they sat down, pen in hand, and tackled the challenging 
test.  Below are their stories.

PENTATHLON 100th ANNIVERSARY
1912  —2012

In 1959 everyone took comprehensive examinations in their major at the end of 
their senior year.  The chemistry major with the highest score in their comprehensive 
became the Pentathlon winner. There was no separate Pentathlon exam. There were 
regular chemistry majors and pre-med chemistry majors. The comprehensive exams 
were the same for both groups of chemistry majors. All were scored based on the 
same criteria.  Many of the questions were essay in form. I received the highest of 
all scores and won the Pentathlon.  I believe that I was the first pre-med chemistry 
major to win the Pentathlon. I enjoy seeing my name on the wall among the other 
Pentathlon winners when I visit the alma mater.       Karl Nolph '59

The pentathlon exam was taken by pretty much every major, partly because it 
was "talked up" by the faculty (Yoder, you ARE going to take the Pentathlon, right?), 
partly we knew—  because the faculty told us so —that it would be good review 
for placement exams in grad school, but mostly because it was part of what was 
expected as a senior. I think seeing your name on that plaque is actually quite a 
morale booster.                           Claude Yoder '62
                             

I was so sure that a classmate was going to receive the honor that I was not going to 
take the exam.  Professor Willie Weisgerber was not happy that only one person was 
going to take the exam.  He became my mentor, encouraging me to read up on the 
inorganic/mineralogy topics that would be covered in the exam. I did that, took the 
exam, and wound up winning the award.                               Donald Renn '53

As a student I remember seeing the plaque with the names of the Pentathlon Prize 
winners, some of whom were recognizable as chemistry professors at universities.  I 
remember having considerable pride in being named a winner since the chemistry 
department had a strong tradition on campus as well as a high reputation within the 
academic community.  At the time I remember that F&M was second nationally in 
production of chemistry PhD's among small colleges.  That was one of many factors 
that led me to consider F&M.     P. Jeffrey Hay '67
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Pentathlon...continued

                         ...continued p. 8  

The 14 chem majors were lobbying hard to have the department throw out the 
comprehensive exam requirement for graduation. The exam had a section "Discuss 
the four laws of thermodynamics." For a student who liked science courses because 
writing papers was seldom required, I found this a formidable challenge, did not 
do well, and flunked the exam. Seven majors passed and seven flunked.  A few 
weeks later the Pentathlon exam was given and I won, no doubt largely due to a 
format of the exam that was more question and answer. I suddenly became the 
single individual in whom the remaining 13 majors invested their energy to force 
a new departmental standard. "John, refuse to retake comprehensives and force 
the Chemistry Department to explain on graduation day why the Pentathlon Award 
cannot be awarded since the winner cannot graduate for failure to pass 'comps'," they 
said.  Well, the seven of us retook the exam and we all passed, and my acceptance at 
the University of Rochester School of Medicine was not jeopardized.           
        John Bowman '71

Sometime during my senior year I believe there was discussion by the Chemistry 
Department about whether or not to require a compulsory comprehensive exam 
for graduating chemistry majors. We students were relieved when the decision was 
made to forego a comprehensive exam. I think the prospect of it, however, got me 
thinking about challenging myself to prepare for it, and so I elected to sign up for 
the Pentathlon exam as a comp "look-alike." I do not recall specifics of the exam 
other than it was a challenge. So I was surprised, humbled and honored when I was 
informed about winning. Winning the Pentathlon exam was, and has remained, a 
source of pride for me.              Charles Woernle '70
                                                                          

I enjoyed being a chemistry major and felt that I should give the exam a reasonable 
try. I was not the most intellectually gifted of my fellow chemistry majors (see Steve 
Schlossberg or Mark Walton), but I was a hard worker and a good test-taker. I don't 
recall that there was much talk about the exam, so I'm not sure if anyone really 
studied for it. I remember that during organic chemistry my professor, Dr. Ruth Van 
Horn, said that the Friedel-Crafts reaction was one of the most important in all of 
chemistry. I remember studying for the exam the night before and making sure 
that I reviewed that reaction. Darned if it wasn't on the exam! I thought that I did 
reasonably well on the exam, but had no notion that I would win. I do not recall 
how I was informed that I won, but I remember thinking that my studying the night 
before paid off! Regrettably, I have not been back to Lancaster in more than 30 
years.  I have always wanted to show my wife and 3 children my name on the plaque. 
Hopefully, I will get that chance.
       I have fond memories of my days at F&M and felt that my liberal arts education 
there prepared me well for my years ahead.      Keith Meyer '75
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I remember the scenario well. I was wondering why I would opt to spend time 
essentially competing against some really bright classmates. I thought my chance of 
winning was remote at best, but participated at the urging of my research advisor, 
Professor Thomsen.  Walking out of the exam, I thought my chance of winning was still 
remote!  When notified of winning, I had a sense of extreme satisfaction considering 
my talented classmates!                         Robert Belser, Jr. '87

I believe I was the first female recipient of the Pentathlon prize, which looked nice on 
my CV.  I remember the exam was not at a desirable time —maybe very early—and 
it was a little tough to get people to come in to take it.  So all of us that showed up 
agreed to split the prize money.  Whoever won got a bigger share, but everybody got 
something.     Elizabeth Horenkamp '88
          

I was both surprised and thrilled when told I had won by Dr. Leber.  After she left 
the lab I sat back down at my desk, nobody else around, taking some time to enjoy 
the moment. A minute later, Dr. Van Arman, my advisor, came in to congratulate 
me, and in the coming days I would be congratulated by each professor in the 
department as I encountered them. I think this was the best part of winning—
earning a congratulations from every member of the department I had spent the 
past four years learning from and being mentored by. Jeffrey Hindes '11

I had not planned to take the test. I was headed to medical school and I perceived 
the test to be intended for serious chemists, specifically for those who were headed 
to graduate school in Chemistry. I was persuaded to take the test via appeals to 
the traditions of the test, the department, and the college. I was surprised to win. I 
realized that I knew quite a bit about the subject material, thanks to the members 
of the Department of Chemistry (especially Drs. Yoder, Rich, Suydam, Snavely, and 
Farrell). I would be stretching the truth to say that the Pentathalon Exam influenced 
my career, but the Chemistry Department certainly shaped it. One specific that 
I recall well is when Dr. Yoder assigned Kuhn’s book on the structure of scientific 
revolutions to us as seniors. I still quote parts of that today.  From what I hear, the 
traditions of excellence continue.      Mark Kozak '80
           

...more Pentathlon
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I enjoYeD getting Back to teaching anD coLLege 
service after focusing completely on my research during 

my sabbatical.  Research students working with me on the 
nitrile and azide probes project included Rui Song '12 and 
Hongyi (Kyle) Pan '13, and we continue collaborations with 
chemists at Penn and U. of Iowa. Liz Margolis '12 worked 
on the T-L-C molecular knot project and completed the 
characterization of dozens of compounds. Ian Fucci '14 
continued work on the polyethylene knot and started a new 

area of research—the synthesis of stable hydrocarbon radicals for use in an 
NMR technique known as dynamic nuclear polarization. Rui is now a chemistry 
graduate student at Columbia University and Liz is working in a laboratory at 
the University of Connecticut; we miss them both!   
 This past year I also continued my foray into the history of chemistry by 
writing a manuscript on the National Organic Symposium (NOS) with my 
collaborator Brian Myers. I will also present this work as a poster at the NOS 
next June in Seattle.  
 During the spring semester I enjoyed serving as chair of the Common Hour 
Committee.  If you are ever in Lancaster on a Thursday I encourage you to  
attend. The schedule can be found here: blogs.fandm.edu/commonhour/. 
 On a personal note, Ethan became a Bar Mitzvah last fall and is currently 
interested in causal dynamical triangulation (no joke). You can also see him 
in the numberphile YouTube video here: tinyurl.com/8lu3fcw. Stephanie ’89 
continues her freelance copy editor work for Wiley-VCH. 
 Please keep in touch. 

Edward Fenlon

Over the summer months mY research                     
student Hannah Metheny '14, a chemistry minor, 

and I investigated linear free energy relationships in 
the electrophilic aromatic bromination of substituted 
acetanilides and benzanilides. We hope to present the 
results at a meeting during the spring semester.  I still enjoy 
teaching Organic Chemistry I & II and Physical Organic 
Chemistry, and I look forward to offering an updated version 
of my polymer chemistry course next academic year.  

 This academic year as an Assessment Fellow at the College I, along with 
three other faculty members, am reviewing assessment of learning plans from 
the academic departments at the College.  Also this year, I became a member 
of the Board of Directors of the North Museum, serving as liaison between the 
museum and the College.

Marcus Thomsen
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During the 2010-11 acaDemic Year i returneD     
to teaching CHM 111 after a two-year absence, and also 

taught the spring semester quantum chemistry course. 
Cameron Rekully ’12 engaged in a year-long Independent 
Study project investigating the solvatochromism of several 
dicyanamides, and continued that work into the summer.                            
     In April the POGIL Project formally separated from the 
College and began operation as a fully independent, not-
for-profit organization, renting the same office space from 

the College. We continue to provide professional development workshops 
and curricular materials for instructors at both the high school and college 
levels.  One exciting development this year was the release of POGIL materials 
for high school chemistry and biology courses; additional materials designed 
specifically for the newly redesigned AP chemistry and biology curricula are 
planned for release by early 2013. 
 A highlight for me was a trip to Buenos Aires to give two POGIL workshops 
for high school and university chemistry faculty. Almost all of the attendees 
were sufficiently fluent in English to understand what I was saying—which is 
good because I don’t speak any Spanish!  One of the workshops was held in the 
most unusual venue I have ever used: a large round metallic building which is 
a refurbished fuel container from an old rail yard! 

Rick Moog

There have Been some Big changes in mY 
professional life since the last newsletter.  The College hired 

a full-time Health Professions Advisor as part of the newly 
developed Office of Student and Postgraduate Development, 
allowing me to return full-time to the classroom after five 
enjoyable and productive years serving as Health Professions 
Advisor while also fulfilling my faculty responsibilities.  I also 
have the wonderful opportunity to serve as the mentor for a 

STEM Posse from Miami (www.possefoundation.org) and have been enjoying 
working with the Scholars since January. They are a thoughtful, dynamic, and 
appreciative group with great potential and interest in math and the sciences.   
     Research continues with applications of the LC-MS system to problems 
of analytical interest including collaboration with the Clinic for Special 
Children (www.clinicforspecialchildren.org) on the extraction and analysis of 
gangliosides related to ganglioside synthase deficiency.    
  On the home front I can still be found in various ice rinks around the region 
as both kids continue to play travel ice hockey. Cooper just entered high school 
(hard to believe!) while Jessie is finishing her last year in elementary school and 
preparing for those big middle school years. Julie is still a volunteer with the 
Lancaster Ice Rink.  I hope all is well in your lives and careers, and please keep 
in touch. 

Ken Hess
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DreW is a three-Year visiting assistant      
Professor who began teaching General Chemistry in 

Fall 2012.  He graduated with a B.S. degree from Baldwin-
Wallace College in 2004 and received his Ph.D. in physical 
chemistry from Stanford University in 2010. He held a 
two-year position as a visiting assistant professor of 
chemistry at Oberlin College where he conducted EXAFS 
(extended x-ray absorption fine structure) experiments 
with undergraduate students on melanin analog species 
bound to transition metals. His current interests include 
the x-ray spectroscopy of biologically relevant species useful in environmental 
remediation including melanin complexes and plants capable of extracting 
inorganic contaminants from the soil.  Drew enjoys reading and spending time 
with his 1-1/2 year old daughter, Lyla.

J ohn, a one-Year visiting assistant Professor,  
was hired to teach Organic Chemistry for the 2012/13 

academic year. He earned his B.A. from McDaniel College 
in 2000 and received his Ph.D. in Chemistry (Synthetic 
Organic) from the University of Pittsburgh in 2005. His 
research has focused on the development of new reactions 
and synthetic methods. The activation of traditionally 
inert carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen bonds are of 
particular interest to him.  John's pastime is showing his 

pure-bred Dalmatian, Ember, at various UKC events.

Drew Meyer

Christine joineD the DePartment in juLY 
2012 as our new tenure-track Biochemistry faculty 

member, replacing Ryan Mehl who left in December. 
She will teach Introductory and Advanced Biochemistry 
as well as General Chemistry. Christine earned an A.B. 
degree from Vassar College in 2004 and received her 
Ph.D. in Biological Chemistry from MIT in 2010.  She 
held postdoctoral research positions at the University of 
California, Berkeley and The Scripps Research Institute 
where her research focused on elucidating various factors 
involved in bacterial sensing of gas molecules. Her research plans at F&M are 
to continue studying how cells sense and respond to different molecules in 
the environment, such as various metals and pollutants. Christine relaxes by 
hiking with her dog named Niobe (after the element Niobium).

Christine Phillips-Piro

John R. Seiders II
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ChemistrY has acquireD four neW scientific instruments 
that promise to substantially enhance both the academic and research 

programs in the department. 
     a state-of-the-art high Pressure LiquiD chromatograPh (hPLc)   
was purchased in July 2012 with a multi-departmental grant from the Sherman 
Fairchild Foundation.  This instrument has already been used by members 
of the Morford summer research group on a new collaborative project to 
measure thiols in estuary waters from the Great Bay in New Hampshire. The 
Chemical Analysis (CHM221) class will also be using it for lab this Fall to analyze 
the concentration of aspirin in old aspirin tablets to monitor the extent of 
degradation.
  an inDuctiveLY couPLeD PLasma oPticaL emission sPectrometer 
(ICP-OES) was added this year with funding from the College, the Earth & 
Environment (E&E) Department, and the Chemistry Department. This high-
tech instrument will be used by the Morford, Plass and Yoder research groups, 

in addition to our E&E colleagues, for measuring trace metal concentrations, 
and by students in CHM221 and Inorganic Chemistry (CHM222) who will use it 
for lab experiments.  Students from the Plass Group will measure metal ratios 
in novel multi-component nanoparticles. This will aid their quest to synthesize 
particles incorporating many elements to optimize their properties for solar 
energy conversion. 

S TAT E - O F - T H E - A R T

Anthony Wishard '13 interprets the latest 
data obtained from the ICP-OES. 

The ICP-OES can measure aqueous metal concentrations down to 
the sub-ppb level.  PPB (parts per billion) is like finding one flower 
among a field of one billion flowers! 

Zachary Wilt '13 works at the High Pressure 
Liquid Chromatograph
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    We are the ProuD oWners of a DD2 500 mhz nmr sPectrometer.
After a disastrous quench of the magnet on our old instrument and 13 attempts 
to bring the magnet back to its superconducting state, it was officially declared 
dead.  A new magnet was obtained and F&M funding allowed us to purchase 
a new console, too, which means we now have a brand new instrument. The 

NMR was officially operable July 2012 and with its new sample changer and 
improved software it is proving to be a superior instrument. It seems to have a 
few new tricks in its repertoire, one of which we hope is not "play dead."  This 
instrument will be used by the Brewer, Fenlon, Leber, Morford, Plass, Thomsen, 
Van Arman and Yoder research groups —certainly a cornerstone instrument for 
the department.

I N S T R U M E N TAT I O N

Technician, Beth Buckwalter, 
places a sample in the NMR.

  a sPectroPoLarimeter Was PurchaseD in 2012 With funDing 
from the National Science Foundation. This instrument provides a powerful 
means to examine DNA oligomer melting and protein unfolding. Members of 
both the Fenlon and Brewer research groups will use this instrument.   

Melanie Liskov '13 and Christopher Bazewicz '12 
determine the stability of a protein with the 
newly purchased Spectropolarimeter. 

The NMR was used in 38 of the 78 research publications (48%) 
produced by Chemistry faculty from 2005 through 2012.
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During the 2011-2012 acaDemic Year i Was BusY   
with lab preparation, purchasing, and general stockroom 
management. Over an extremely active summer, I provided 
support for more than 30 research students, the Center for 
Talented Youth (CTY) program, and three new faculty who 
arrived in July.
 At home I'm now officially an empty-nester with my 
youngest son, Stuart, off to Ursinus College this Fall where 
he says he wants to major in Chemistry.

Lisa Mertzman

T he entire 2011-2012 acaDemic Year consisteD of 
attempts to re-energize the magnet on the INOVA 500 

NMR, trips to Elizabethtown College to run samples on their 
400 MHz NMR, and finally the installation of a new magnet 
in our facility.  The upside is that since the Inova is no longer 
being manufactured by Agilent, we were given funds from the 
administration to upgrade our console to the DD2 model. This 
essentially gives us a brand new instrument with capabilities 
to upgrade our software. This should  allow us to operate for the next 10 years 
at a high level.  We now have a reliable sample carousel that holds 12 samples 
and allows me to set up automated samples in a much simpler way.  Since July 
2012 we are back in business running solids and liquids.

Beth Buckwalter

T          his Was DefiniteLY a 
banner year. Acclimating to 

F&M's new accounting system, 
BANNER, was quite a challenge. 
I learned a new language which 
includes terms like chart of 
accounts, commodity validate 
and execute query, and I can now 
rattle off account numbers longer 
than a Twitter post! When not 
wearing my accountant hat, 
I helped shepherd a Beckman  
proposal out the door, and spent 
time working with Claude 
Yoder on a new F&M journal to 
be published this Fall (see p. 4).   
   At summer's end I enjoyed some 
much-needed R&R out West 
among big trees and even bigger 
rocks!Carol Strausser next to a super-sized sequoia.
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conraD stanitski Was nameD the 2013 Winner           
of the George C. Pimentel Award in Chemical Education.  To 
be eligible for the prestigious national award, co-sponsored 
by the American Chemical Society and Cengage Learning, 
"the nominee must have made outstanding contributions 
to chemical education considered in its broadest meaning."  
Conrad has authored several chemistry texts, served on 
numerous ACS educational assessment committees, and 
chaired the ACS Division of Chemical Education. He will 

receive his award at the April 2013 ACS meeting in New Orleans.
    We thank Conrad for his seven years of service as a Visiting Professor in the 
department. Although not teaching now, he remains an F&M Visiting Scholar. 

stanitski Wins PimenteL aWarD

Conrad Stanitski

—Invited Speakers—

Dr. Sakmar, a physician and professor at Rockefeller 
University, gave a talk titled "Probing Receptor 
Activation with Genetically-Encoded Non-Natural 
Amino Acids" in March 2012. His seminar focused 
on unnatural amino acid mutagenesis as a tool 
for photocrosslinking methods and bioorthogonal 
labeling of heptahelical receptors in live cells.

Dr. Thomas Sakmar

Dr. Abigail Porter, a postdoc at Rutgers University in 
the Environmental Science Department, presented 
a seminar in January 2012.  Her talk on "Microbial 
Biodegradation of Recalcitrant Organics" gave an 
example of how bacteria degrade a surfactant 
byproduct. She then discussed how we can use 
our knowledge of degradation genes to screen 
environmental samples.

Dr. Abigail Porter
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—Publications—
F&M student coauthor underlined.

Bazewicz, C.G.; Lipkin, J.S.; Smith, E.E.; Liskov, M.T.; Brewer, S.H. Expanding the Utility of 4-Cyano-
L-Phenylalanine as a Vibrational Reporter of Protein Environments. Journal of Physical Chemistry B 
2012, 116, 10824-10831.

Brewer, S.H.; Tang, Y.; Vu, D. M.; Gnanakaran, S.; Raleigh, D.P.; Dyer, R.B. Temperature Dependence 
of Water Interactions with the Amide Carbonyls of alpha-Helices. Biochemistry 2012, 51, 5293-
5299.

Bazewicz, C.G.; Lipkin, J.S.; Lozinak, K.A.; Watson, M.D.; Brewer, S.H. Synthesis of Isotopomers 
of N-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-4-Cyano-L-Phenylalanine Methyl Ester: Choice of Cyanation Solvent. 
Tetrahedron Letters 2011, 52, 6865-6868.

Seitchik, J.L.; Peeler, J.C.; Taylor, M.T.; Blackman, M.L.; Rhoads, T.W.; Cooley, R.B.; Refakis, C.; Fox, 
J.M.; Mehl, R.A. Genetically Encoded Tetrazine Amino Acid Directs Rapid Site-Specific In Vivo 
Bioorthogonal Ligation with trans-Cyclooctenes. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 2898-2901.

Mehl, R.A. Engineered Unnatural Animals: Tools for Multicellular Biochemistry. ChemBioChem. 
2012, 13(2), 186-188.

Averick, S.; Simakova, A.; Park, S.; Konkolewicz, D.; Magenau, A.J.D.; Mehl, R.A.; Matyjaszewski, 
K. ATRP Under Biologically Relevant Conditions: Grafting from a Protein. ACS Macro Letters                              
2012, 1, 6-10.

Averick, S.; Paredes, E.; Grahacharya, D.; Woodman, B.F.; Miyake-Stoner, S.J.; Mehl, R.A.; 
Matyjaszewski, K.; Das, S.R. A Protein-Polymer Hybrid Mediated By DNA. Langmuir 2012, 28,     
1954-1958.

Libby, R.D.; Mehl, R.A. Characterization of Covalent Ene Adduct Intermediates in "Hydride 
Equivalent" Transfers in a Dihydropyridine Model for NADH Reduction Reactions. Bioorganic 
Chemistry 2012, 40, 57-66.

Morford, J.L.; Martin, W.R.; Carney, C.M. Rhenium Geochemical Cycling: Insights from Continental 
Margins. Chemical Geology 2012, 324–325, 73–86.
 
Algeo, T.J.; Morford, J. Cruse, A. New Applications of Trace Metals as Proxies in Marine 
Paleoenvironments. Chemical Geology 2012, 306–307, 160–164.

...continued on p. 17
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Machani, T.; Rossi, D.P.; Golden, B.J.; Jones, E.C.; Lotfipour, M. Plass, K.E. Synthesis of Monoclinic 
and Tetragonal Chalcocite Nanoparticles By Iron-Induced Stabilization. Chem. Mater. 2011, 23, 
5491-5495.

Wiltrout, A.M.; Freymeyer, N.J.; Machani,T.; Rossi, D.P.; Plass, K.E. Phase-Selective Synthesis of 
Bornite Nanoparticles. J. Mater. Chem. 2011, 21, 19286-19292. 

Yoder, C.H.; Schaeffer, R.W.; McWilliams, P.; Rowand, A.; Liu, X. The Synthesis of Copper/Zinc 
Solid Solutions of Hydroxyl Carbonate, Sulphates, Nitrates, Chlorides, and Bromides. Mineralogical 
Magazine 2011, 75, 2559 2568.

Yoder, C.H.; Pasteris, J.D.; Worcester, K.N.; Schermerhorn, D.V. Structural Water in Carbonated 
Hydroxylapatite and Fluorapatite: Confirmation by Solid State 2H NMR. Calcified Tissue International 
2012, 90, 60-67.

Yoder, C.; Pasteris, J.; Worcester, K.; Schermerhorn, D.; Sternlieb, M.; Goldenberg, J.; Wilt, Z. 
Dehydration and Rehydration of Carbonated Fluor- and Hydroxylapatite. Minerals 2012, 2, 85-99.

Yoder, C.H.; Pasteris, J.D.; Krol, K.A.; Weidner, V.L., Schaeffer, R.W., Synthesis, Structure, and 
Solubility of Carbonated Barium Chlor- and Hydroxylapatites. Polyhedron 2012, 44, 143-149.

THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE 
Shand Room isn't a book but, 
instead, a longcase (or grandfather) 
clock. Thanks to the efforts of 
Chemistry Chair, Jennifer Morford, 
in collaboration with Maureen Lane, 
F&M Phillips Museum Collections 
Manager, we were able to obtain 
permission to permanently house the 
handsome clock in the department. 
The timepiece's origin meshes nicely 
with the Shand Room history in that 
the clock is a 1963 gift to the College 
from Agnes Shand Hostetter (1892-1963) who was the daughter of James and 
Annie W. Jamieson Shand and sister to William Shand (for whom the room is 
named).  The clock, along with the addition of new track lighting, completes the 
finishing touches to our Shand Room renovation.   

more shand room news
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—Student News—

Chemistry Department awarDs

Class of 2012

After
     F&M...

Angela Ahadome
Industry

William Hancock-Cerutti
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Biology

Evan Jones
Harvard University, Chemistry

Jacob Lipkin
Penn State Hershey, Medicine

Cameron Rekully
Industry

Daniel Rossi
Texas A&M University, Chemistry

R. Kyle Rothman
Penn State Hershey, Medicine

Jason Seitchik
Temple University, Medicine

Rui Song
Columbia University, Chemistry

Victoria Weidner 
Northwestern University, Chemistry 

WiLLiAm HAnCoCK-CERutti was awarded 
a Fulbright Scholarship for a year of research in 
Paris. He will work with John Chapman, president 
of the European Atherosclerosis Society, and 
pursue a master’s degree in molecular and cellular 
biology at the université Pierre et marie Curie 
which is affiliated with Chapman’s lab. For more 
information go to http://thediplomat.fandm.edu/
article/1006.
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William Hancock-Cerutti
Graduated Summa Cum Laude; Presidential Scholar; Phi Beta Kappa

Jacob Lipkin
Graduated Summa Cum Laude; Merck Index Award; Isaac E. Roberts Prize (Biology); Theodore E. 
Woodward, MD. Healing Arts Prize; Marshall Scholar; Phi Beta Kappa

Cameron Rekully
Graduated Summa Cum Laude; Southeastern Pennsylvania Section, American Chemical Society 
Award; Marshall Scholar

Daniel Rossi
Graduated Cum Laude; graduated with Honors in Chemistry; Theodore Alexander Saulnier, Jr. Prize; 
Fred A. Snavely Research Award; Order of Omega Honor Society

R. Kyle Rothman
Graduated Summa Cum Laude; Isaac E. Roberts Prize (Biology); Phi Beta Kappa; Benjamin Rush 
Honor Society

Jason Seitchik
Benjamin Rush Honor Society; Phi Beta Kappa; Presidential Scholar

Rui Song
Graduated Magna Cum Laude; American Institute of Chemists Award; Willig Pentathlon Chemistry 
Prize; John Kershner Scholar (Mathematics); Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society Prize; Pi Mu 
Epsilon Mathematics Honor Society

Victoria Weidner
Graduated Cum Laude; American Chemical Society Division of Analytical Chemistry Award; Richard 
C. Schiedt Trust for Graduate Study; Annie and Ernest Weibrecht Award; W.E. Weisgerber Award; 
Marshall Scholar

 

DAniEL RoSSi earned Chemistry Honors    
for successfuly defending his research 
presentation titled "Phase Relationships in 
ternary and Quaternary Copper-Sulfide 
nanoparticles." Dan did his independent 
Study with Dr. Kate Plass who had this to say 
about her student: 

Dan Rossi is an exemplary research student. 
He loves learning and pushes himself to work 
hard and to grow intellectually. He designed 
many of his own, novel experiments and took 
on the challenge of writing an Honor’s thesis 
knowing he would have to learn solid-state 
and semiconductor chemistry far beyond his 
coursework. His work was outstanding.       Dan at work in his research lab.

Class of 2012 honors/awarDs
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Four f&m stuDents gave Presentations at the 76th annuaL 
Intercollegiate Student Chemists' Convention held at Bloomsburg University 

in April. The Convention attracted 
35 student presenters from 13 
area colleges and provides an 
opportunity for undergraduate 
science students to showcase 
their research and vie for awards 
in specific divisions of chemistry. 
Students are judged on their   
overall presentation skills. 
   Anthony Wishard '13, Phillip 
Slogoff-Sevilla '13, Evan Jones '12 
and Daniel Rossi '12, each gave 
an oral presentation at the event. 
Phillip and Anthony are mentored 
by Professor Morford, Evan and 
Dan by Professor Plass.                                            

KuDos to thai Dao Whose high caLiBer Work in generaL    
Chemistry earned him a CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics and an 

engraved stainless steel beaker. Other freshmen doing excellent work and 
awarded beakers for getting A's in both semesters were: Bradley Bailey, 
Katherine Boas, Ryan Brenner, Carlton Christie, Rajat Joshi, Wint Khant 
Khine, Amy Moser, Gregory Olenginski, Sarah Rothman, Nicole Rynecki, Elise 
Tookmanian, Ryan von Kleeck and Cole Wisdo.
 Sophomore awardees were Chemistry majors Christopher Bemis and Austin 
Zimmet each of whom earned solid A's in both semesters of Organic Chemistry 
and will receive an engraved glass beaker. 
 Patrick Cunningham won both the ACS Analytical Award (given to a junior 
chemistry major who excels in Analytical Chemistry) and the Annie and Ernest 
Weibrecht Scholarship (awarded to a rising senior of high academic standing 
to enhance their educational experience).  

UnDergraDUate awarDs

76th Annual ISCC

Dr. Jennifer Morford looks over the ISCC program 
with student presenters Phillip Slogoff-Sevilla 
and Anthony Wishard.
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The summer research Program attracteD over 30 stuDents             
from high school senior to recent F&M graduate, many of whom will 

coauthor or have coauthored a publication (see p.16). Ten faculty mentors 
directed students in a wide range of research. Pictured below are most of the 
summer crew.

Front row: Demetra Schermerhorn, Jennifer Goldenberg, Danielle Roth, Laura Heller, 
Melanie Liskov and Jianwen Sun. Back row: Christopher Bazewicz, Hongyi (Kyle) 
Pan, Anthony Wishard, Joseph Mohrbacher III, Nathaniel Arruda-Leuppert, Nathaniel 
Freymeyer, Ian Fucci, Christopher Bemis.

Front row: Emily Rayfield, Caitlyn Fuller, Victoria Weidner, Lenna Knoerr, Tram-Anh 
Pham. Back row: Cameron Rekully, Daniel Rossi, Hannah Metheny, Erin Peck, Ryan 
Brenner, Emily Christie, Kevin Hines, Philip Slogoff-Sevilla, Patrick Cunningham.

SUMMER RESEARCH SCHOLARS
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inaUgUral DeClaration Dinner

CeLeBrating the miLestone of DecLaring a major Was the goaL.  
To that end, an Inaugural Declaration Dinner was held in April where five 

sophomores—Nathaniel Freymeyer, Madison Herling, Chandler Johnson, 
Danielle Roth and Michael Wang—celebrated that milestone by dining with 
alumni and faculty of their newly-declared major. They gleaned valuable 
information from the alumni who represented a variety of career paths from 
doctor to financial analyst.
 Alumni at the dinner were Stephanie Lynn Ackler '84, CFA (Chartered 
Financial Analyst); Ian Paul '94, M.D.; Heather Harle '02, M.D.; Jaime (Paolucci) 
Bunda '02, Medicinal Chemist; Stephanie (Bell) Fenlon '89, Freelance Copy 
Editor.  Chemistry faculty attending were Jennifer Morford, Phyllis Leber and 
Ed Fenlon.

From left: Stephanie Lynn Ackler, Phyllis Leber, Ian Paul, Heather Harle, Jaime Bunda, 
Jennifer Goldenberg, Jennifer Morford, Edward Fenlon, Stephanie Fenlon, Chandler 
Johnson, Danielle Roth, Madison Herling, Nathaniel Freymeyer, Michael Wang.

National ACS Meeting
Rui Song, Elizabeth Margolis, William 

Hancock-Cerutti and Evan Jones 
presented research posters at the 
American Chemical Society National 
Meeting held in San Diego in March. Their 
poster titles were: Synthesis of Host and 
Guest Molecules for Knot Preparation  Using 
the Thread-Link-Cut Method (Margolis);  
Electrochemical Studies of Copper-sulfide-
based Nanoparticles (Jones). CPC Radical 

Clock Reaction as a Diradical Probe in the Thermal Reactions of Spiro[bicyclo[4.2.0]
oct-2-ene-7,1'-cyclopropane] (Hancock-Cerutti); Modulating Fermi Resonance 
through Isotopic Editing (Song).    

Will, Liz, and Rui relax in the California 
sunshine.
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From the eMailbag 

Thank you!
Your financial support of the College and Chemistry Department is vital and very much 

appreciated. This fall we again thank those whose generous donations were made 
between 07/01/11 and 6/30/12 to endowment funds that benefit the Chemistry Department 
in various ways: Samuel O. Grim, ’56; Phyllis A. Leber, P’09; George F. Martin, ’79; Thomas J. 
Martin, ‘56 P’96; John W. Moore, ’61; Robert B. Pepinsky, ’76; PPG Industries, Inc. (match of 
Paul P. Greigger, ’74 gift); Charles D. Schaeffer, Jr., ’70; S.C. Johnson Fund, Inc. (match of Fred 
J. Reichley ’62 gift); the late Robert W. Smith, ’42 (bequest); Debra Salkin Swaim, ’76; Claude 
H. Yoder, ’62 P’90; and Jane L. Beers Zboray ’76. For assistance with directing a gift to such an 
endowment or including a bequest to the Chemistry Department in your estate plan, please 
contact Stefanie Valar, Director of Gift Planning (717-291-4272; stefanie.valar@fandm.edu).

I'm now a Senior Research Investigator at Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, New Brunswick, NJ. Neil Strotman '01

nstrotman@yahoo.com

I am now working at Bausch+Lomb global 
pharmaceutical headquarters in Madison, NJ.  I am 
managing the CRM system for the entire sales force.  

Stephen  Emkey '02  
stemkey@hotmail.com

After graduating from F&M I continued my education 
at Temple University School of Podiatric Medicine 
(2004-2008) and recently completed a residency 
in foot and ankle surgery at Temple University 
Hospital. I have accepted a position with the Kaiser 
Permanente Foundation in Southern California as a 
podiatric surgeon.  I am very excited by this wonderful 
opportunity. 
     On another note, my brother Ross '09 has recently 
started his clinical training at Drexel University. I am 
very proud to watch him grow as a physician. The 
problem-solving skills and dedication to continued 
learning that were instilled in me at F&M aided me 
greatly throughout my residency, and I know Ross also 
looks fondly upon his time at F&M.  Adam Myers '04

amyers35@temple.edu

While pursuing my 
operatic career, I used 
my Master's degree in 
Chemistry to teach at a number of institutions of 
higher learning in the Philadelphia area. I am currently 
a house soloist in Meinigen, Germany.  Please contact 
me if you would like advice on how to enter the adjunct 
teaching world or free tickets to my performances. 
                                      Stephanos Tsirakoglou '99
              stephanost@gmail.com 

Dean Rende '89 received the 
2012 Society of Chemical Industry 
(SCI) Gordon E. Moore Medal for 
his outstanding track record of 
discovery, development, and 
commercialization of novel 
catalysts and adsorbents. 
The award was established to 
recognize early-career success 
in innovation, as reflected both in market impact 
and improvement to quality of life. Dean is a Senior 
Manager for Adsorbents Research and Development at 
Honeywell.                         Dean.Rende@honeywell.com

Charles Lieber '81 was co-winner       
(with Paul Alivisatos, UC, Berkeley)    
of the 2012 Wolf Prize in Chemistry. 
Dr. Lieber won the prestigious award 
for developing new methods to 
control the shape and heterostructure 
of nanowires, for characterizing their 

physical properties and demonstrating their potential 
applications.                              cml@cmliris.harvard.edu
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eMailbag (cont.) 

I am still working at West Virginia University Children's 
Hospital in Morgantown, WV.  However, I am now a 
Board Certified Pediatrician halfway through my 
neonatology fellowship. I am doing interesting research 
in the field of bronchopulmonary dysplasia. I am busy 
as ever but loving every minute of it.   Let me know if 
there is ever anything I can do for the department or 
any students. Stephanie Stockalis '01

      sstockalis@hotmail.com

Heather (Brown) Wood ’05 is at home raising her 
two children.  As for chemistry she says: I do it mostly 
in the kitchen and when I make cleaning solutions, 
or when I am helping my friends children with their 
homework. heathermwood7@gmail.com

I am working at the US Patent and Trademark Office 
in Alexandria, VA. My position is a Patent Examiner 
where I examine patents that deal with methods and 
apparatus that utilize electrochemistry.

Brian Cohen '01
bwcohen01@hotmail.com

I am Associate Director 
of Internal Medicine 
Clerkship and Associate 
Director of Healthcare   
E p i d e m i o l o g y , 
Infection Prevention 
and Control, Division  
of Infectious Diseases 
at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.  

Keith Hamilton '02
kwhamil@gmail.com

Currently, I am the Assistant Director of Student Center 
and Activities at St. Catherine University in Minnesota.
                          Cara Sheaffer Garrett '04 
                                             csgarrett@stkate.edu

I am finishing up my Radiology Residency at TJUH in 
Philly  this June and will be going to Cornell July 1st for 
my fellowship.  Hello to everyone!                                               Jim Terzian '03

toyzian@yahoo.com

I am currently an Orthopaedic Surgeon (Sports 
Medicine, Arthroscopy, Ski and Snowboard Trauma) at 
Mammoth Hospital in Mammoth Lakes,  CA.               

Timothy Crall '01                                                              
tcrall@gmail.com

I finished my residency at the University of Rochester 
and am now working as a general pediatrician for 
Southern Tier Pediatrics in Elmira, NY. I am really 
enjoying my job. Melissa Hansen '03  

melissa.hansen@alumni.fandm.edu

Time just slips away so 
quickly—it's hard to 
believe that soon I'll have 
been gone from F&M 
for 20 years. Oh my!  But 
life is treating me well 
so I can't complain. I am 

now Associate Director, Millennium: The Takeda 
Oncology Co.  Tricia Vos '94      

tjvos@me.com

As of July I started as a Fellow in cardiovascular and 
interventional radiology at Thomas Jefferson in 
Philadelphia.
                                            

Mark Werley '03
mark.werley@gmail.com

After getting my Ph.D. at Cornell University in 2008 I did 
a postdoc at the University of Vermont in the Landry and 
Mossman lab.  My research interests are in advanced 
materials for the treatment of cancer.  I am currently 
an Assistant Professor of Chemistry at Canisius College, 
teaching general, organic, and materials/biomaterials 
chemistry.              Jeremy Steinbacher '03

stein03@gmail.com


